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1 Mueller Report thoughts: I envy speed-readers & can't
imagine how ppl have read it thru it all. I’m 1/2 way in. It’s
immense & saturated w/ info. 
Impressions: 
-Tons of collusion & criminality 
-We are choking on our own rules 
-Barr is a traitor 
-We are seeing 1/4 of everything

2 We've seen a fraction of Russia’s attack on America. The report has 900 redactions.

A parallel CI investigation w/ imbedded FBI agents working in the SC office will

contain even more secret info. A volcano of pressure is building that will erupt thru

MSM as the facts come out.

3 Barr, Trump & Putin are now a troika working together to undermine America.

Barr is a new 2019 threat. He declared war on the US by defending Trump & Putin.

Make no mistake, this is a war, not white-collar crime. Barr is not leading the DOJ,

he’s leading an assault on the DOJ.

4 Barr lied so extensively through this process that his 5/2 House testimony will be

an opportunity to nail him for perjury. He’s not smart. Barr’s use of “attempted”

instead of “sweeping and systemic” when describing Russia’s attack on America was

an epic, oath breaking betrayal

5 Barr’s lies have caused a backlash against Trump. Down 6%. The lies are extensive,

deep & clearly driven by corrupt intent. Barr has created a situation where he will

become a non functioning AG. What Barr did will not stand. He's next in the barrel. 

Bill Barr's blizzard of Mueller lies resulted in near instant humiliation -- …
Ladies and gentlemen, today’s Final Jeopardy question in the category Lost
Americans: Where was Special Counsel Robert Mueller? He wasn’t standing there
at the Department of Justice press conference …
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6 I thought Barr would see Trump as the dementia enfeebled criminal & traitor he is

& help negotiate an exit deal to get him out of office, while protecting Pence & the

GOP...All the while being a prick to Dems. I was wrong. Maybe he tried before going

all in with Trump/Russia.

7 Barr will certainly try to shut down current investigations. He's an arrogant coward

& won't stop unless he feels personal pain. He can't pull it off & will fail in his attempt

to protect Trump/ Putin. US attys will take a stand. There will be a torrent of leaks

when he tries.

8 There is no impeachment debate. Not impeaching is weak. Being meek sends a

terrible message. It would be a tag line “You didn’t impeach him”. Who wants to be

the House member who didn't impeach Trump & allowed crimes to go unpunished

while waiting for dementia to force his exit

9 Leaving Trump in office for ONE EXTRA DAY is a dereliction of duty. Mueller has

made the impeachment case: 

p. 390, footnote 1991: "A possible remedy through impeachment for abuses of power

would not substitute for potential criminal liability after a President leaves office."

9 Mueller handed off 14 cases. Worse for Trump are the 10 obstruction of justice

cases Mueller laid out in graphic detail. Preserved & ready for US Attorneys to

prosecute in 2021. “The OLC opinion also recognizes that a President does not have

immunity after he leaves office”

10 #Trexit Trump won't finish his term. 2020 is impossible. Science is righting the

wrong that our constitution couldn't fix as FTD dementia is making him incoherent.

Barr will be disqualified from exit negotiations. I've said b4, if Mueller doesn't take

Trump down, dementia will
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